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Congratulations on your engagement! 

Planning a wedding can be such a milestone moment in your life and I'm sure that you're still riding that euphoric
engagement wave, am I right or am I right?! Let's keep that energy UP, even when things don't always pan out as you
want them to because you deserve to enjoy every second of this process! 

With my foolproof formula that I'm about to teach to you, you'll be feeling confident, empowered and unstoppable in
no time as you plan your perfect wedding with total ease and support, cutting out any confusion along the way.

If you're looking for awesome brides and positive vibes, then be sure to join our FB community, The Bridal Lounge,
because it's packed full of like-minded women all planning their dream day! Make new friends, explore ideas and
learn the tips and tricks I have to share with you for your planning along the way!

Pop the kettle on or pour yourself a glass of ice-cold bubbles because 
you're about to experience some serious value in this absolutely free 
guide on how to plan your wedding! 

Nikki xoxo

YOUR DREAM WEDDING
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1.
 

SET YOUR
DATE

3.
 

DRAFT YOUR
GUESTLIST

2.
 

SET YOUR
BUDGET

Let's start off simple because there's nothing I love more
than a step-by-step, easy to follow formula for success! 

Before you do anything at all, you'll need to have an idea for
all three of these steps since it will determine a lot of factors.

It'll tell us whether you'll be getting married in or out of peak
season, it'll give a realistic overview of your budget and most
importantly, if you've got a rough idea of guest numbers then
it'll stop you from falling in love with a venue that just can't
accommodate your guest capacity! 

Before you move on, lock in these three things first! 

the first three steps of

planning your wedding!

Wed-in-Bliss 
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building your vision

The Bliss Bride Blueprint

In these early exciting stages of planning a wedding, you want to spend a LOT of time here because
trends change FAST in the wedding world so we need to dig a little deeper to find what resonates
most with us on a personal level rather than a passing moment. 

I speak to so many brides that lock in these details way too early and then as the day grows 
closer, their heads are turned by something completely different, most often than not, 
resulting in a loss of time and money, both VERY precious things! 

Your VISION consists of two main elements that I talk about over on the next page and 
these will set the tone and the atmosphere for your big day.

Once you've explored all of your different options, you can begin to really dial in those
little details that make your wedding unique and personable. 

This is definitely one of my favourite parts, it's almost like you're working with a blank canvas 
and the opportunities are endless.  Wed-in-Bliss 
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Theme Colour Palette

The two main elements for your Vision would be your THEME and your COLOUR PALETTE. 

Check out a few of the most popular choices below, using the space underneath to write yours in once you've decided. 

RUSTIC

BOHO

FOREST

CLASSIC

BEACH

FAIRYTALE

BLUSH
PINK

NAVY

SAGE
GREEN

TERRACOTTA

DUSTY
BLUE

LIGHT
GREY

Wed-in-Bliss 
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managing your budget

The Bliss Bride Blueprint

I've seen the most beautiful weddings come out of all sorts of budgets and there's no judgement here on
whether you want to pay £5,000 or £50,000, but what I do want to make sure is that you leave here with 
a very realistic overview on what your strategy is for building and managing your budget. 

Sticking to your spending is a vital part of planning a wedding and yes, there will be 
times throughout this journey that you're going to fall to temptation, whether that's 
stumbling across your dream dress that's £500 over budget or seeing a trend on 
Pinterest and knowing you just HAVE to have it. 

The case might also be that you've not factored in any hidden costs that will inevitably 
be cropping up along the way and the key to all of these situations is to forecast it and 
set aside contingency. 

I like to teach my brides a formula for building and managing their money around the 
wedding and it's called 'The Budget Savvy Boss Bride Blueprint!' 

Why not give it a go over on the next page? Wed-in-Bliss 
@wedinblissuk
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BUDGET
 
 

£32,000
Now shave off a

15% contingency

from this amount

= £4,800

We call this
The Safety Net Stash!
This is set aside for any
unforeseen outgoings

or hidden costs!

BUDGET
REMAINING

 
 

£27,200

Then half the
remaining amount.

£27,200
halved =
£13,600

This is a rough idea
of what budget  you
can allocate for your

venue & catering.

£27,200
halved =
£13,600

£13,600 is the
remaining amount
for all other core

vendors.

BUDGET
 
 
 

Now shave off a

15% contingency

from this amount

=             

We call this
The Safety Net Stash!
This is set aside for any
unforeseen outgoings

or hidden costs!

BUDGET
REMAINING

 
 
 

Then half the
remaining amount.

 
halved =

 

This is a rough idea
of what budget  you
can allocate for your

venue & catering.

 
halved =

 

The remaining
amount for all other

core vendors.

Below is the blueprint for our 'Budget Savvy Boss Babe Blueprint', as an example, I'll be using the 2019 average cost of a UK wedding*
but have no fear, this technique will work with any amount so give it a go for your own wedding on the template to the right. 
*Evening Standard

Wed-in-Bliss 
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Your suppliers are your magic makers, they'll be the final piece of the puzzle when it comes to lifting
these beautiful ideas that you've been dreaming of for however long, into a reality. 

This is where a lot of brides start to feel the pressure and so we need to make sure that you're 
building your dream team with total ease and precision. 

Unfortunately, you'll come across a lot of suppliers who are just riding the wave of this
billion-pound industry and so it's up to us to make sure that we're fully researching the 
vendors that we're bringing into our special circle. 

These are the qualities we need in a supplier:

   The talent to bring your vision to life
   Fantastic reviews and testimonials that are trusted and TRUE.
   Passionate and positive people that enjoy what they do
   Smooth Communication because although vendors are very busy we do need to make sure 
   that when we need a response to something, they can provide that fairly quickly. 

finding your dream suppliers

The Bliss Bride Blueprint

Wed-in-Bliss 
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PINTEREST

Often mistaken for social media but it's
actually a search engine!

With the platform constantly improving,
you can use keywords to find suppliers

and to shop for decor easily! 

INSTAGRAM

A fantastic tool for researching local
talent based on the work that they
produce! Treat it like a magazine

editorial to find your perfect supplier
but follow it up with further research. 

Let's get to the real nitty-gritty as I share with you a few ways on where to begin looking for your dream team!
My brides get access to an in-house directory of already vetted, trusted and well-reviewed suppliers, however, there are a few other
places to search for your dream team and I've noted my favourite platforms below! 

GOOGLE

The truth teller! 
Sifting through reviews on Google will be
one of the best ways to know whether you
can trust that vendor, plus you can quickly

search services local to you.

FACEBOOK

This platform is great for organisation
and visualisation. It's easier to source

contact details along with finding
yourself immersed through photo & film,

making decisions a lot easier. Wed-in-Bliss 
@wedinblissuk08



Okay, this is where I'm going to need you to put your foot on the gas because right now, I hate to say it
but you're in a false sense of security and let me explain why!

Once all of your suppliers are locked in, signed, sealed and (almost) delivered, it's so easy to feel 
that the hard work is over and done with but I'm afraid not. It's time to bring it all home and 
piece everything so tightly together so that you create the slickest, smoothest marital machine.
This part is why my brides pay me and my suppliers trust me to deliver!

I'm ridiculously meticulous when it comes to this part of the planning process and I'm going
to teach you how to organise your wedding in a way that you never thought possible!

I'm going to give you a very small taste right now of what I teach to my brides so fasten your 
seatbelts and let's get our wedmin hats ON! 

Ice cold glass of bubbles at the ready? Let's build your Order of the Day! 

setting up for the big day

The Bliss Bride Blueprint

Wed-in-Bliss 
@wedinblissuk
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Ceremony Begins

Cocktails, 
Canapés & Pictures

Wedding Breakfast

Speeches

Cutting of the Cake

Evening Guests Arrive! 
It's time to dance!

Evening Food is served

Sparkler send-off for the Bride & Groom

Wedding finishes - Carriages

I suggest
3 hours
combined
for these.

around
2 hours

approx.
1 hour

The Set-Up segment consists of a few different
things that we can't cover totally right now but
one of the first tasks that I work through with
my brides is to plan their order of the day so
that we can really get a solid understanding of
our timings. 

Here's a trick, work backwards from the
bottom up and your ceremony time will start to
show itself. If your registrar is already booked
and they can't accommodate the new timing
that you've created from this exercise, you can
look to shave off time from the Wedding
Breakfast/ Speeches OR a little from your
Cocktail hour, however, do not underestimate
how long you'll need for photographs and if you
have a large guest list, you'll need to factor in
around 15-20 minutes to just move your guests
from one room to another! 

Order of the day

Wed-in-Bliss 
@wedinblissuk10



which bride are you?

Wed-in-Bliss 
@wedinblissuk

We all react differently to the process, some
thrive whereas others just need a bit of
guidance and support along the way.

You may relate heavily to one type or you
might find yourself picking out certain
qualities within each of them that resonate
with you - I think you'll find value within each
pain point though and so I ask you today...
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TheThe
Budget SavvyBudget Savvy

BrideBride
Wed-in-Bliss 
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Budget  Savvy

Qualities

Innovative · Forward Thinking · Tracks & Uses the Budget well ·

Researcher · Thorough · Organised · DIY Queen!

pain points

Being Budget-Savvy is never a bad thing, however, if you're ON a
budget when planning your wedding, it can feel quite limiting

knowing that you're tied to a certain amount. 
 

Set a realistic payment plan that offers you the flexibility you
need to account for the odd item, service or hidden cost that you
may not have accounted for in the budget as shown on page 6.   

13



TheThe
Pinterest PerfectPinterest Perfect

BrideBride
Wed-in-Bliss 
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Pinterest Perfect

Qualities

Creative · Dreamer · Impulsive · Romantic · You have an attention to detail 

You're a do-er · You can quite probably blow the entire budget before it's out of the gate

pain points

We can all be guilty or spending our day's scrolling, pinning and
saving these beautiful images that we plan on replicating but as we
try to live up to that level of 'perfection', it's really taking a turn on

our budget and more importantly, our well-being.
 

Falling to temptation is a common trait for the Pinterest-perfect
Bride and so, I like to teach my brides a very simple yet effective

exercise to help with this. Sit down with your partner and figure out
your THREE non-negotiables from the 12 core suppliers on page 8.

You will pour your budget into these three main areas that mean the
most to you and reduce in all others.
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TheThe
People-PleaserPeople-Pleaser

BrideBride
Wed-in-Bliss 
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People - Pleaser

Qualities

You find it hard to say 'No' · You're a giver · You apologise often · 

You worry about what others think · You're a loyal person · You're empathetic

pain points

We're genetically programmed to want people to like us and that's
absolutely fine but it can leave us feeling anxious and worried about

hurting others, especially during this process.
 

It's an unexpected turn when our family or friends raise their
concerns, leaving us feeling blindsided and hurt. 

We want to make sure that we're not feeling worried or making our
decisions based on others and so it's a really good idea to mark this
early - showing confidence in your commitments and using loving
but empowered language to have others understand that you are

planning this wedding for you as a couple and not for others, will be
key to eliminating this sort of situation.
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TheThe
IndecisiveIndecisive

BrideBride
Wed-in-Bliss 
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Indecisive

Qualities

You find it hard to make decisions · You're sympathetic to every angle of a situation ·

Sometimes you need a gentle (or hard) push in a certain direction · You're curious ·

You can be easy-going 

pain points

The most common reason for being indecisive is the fear of failure!
When you're approached with too much choice, it can leave you

feeling doubtful and hesitant and the wedding industry is the
epitome of too much choice!

 
If you have trouble with making decisions, really try to tune into
your emotions and listen to your gut. Your gut will always guide
you right! Taking too much time means that you're less likely to

take action and of course, by taking action, you'll be that next step
closer to the finish line!   
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TheThe
OverwhelmedOverwhelmed

BrideBride
Wed-in-Bliss 
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Overwhelmed

Qualities

You feel confused on where to begin · There's too much choice · 

You're frustrated with slow progress · You just want things to be 'perfect' 

pain points

With so many moving parts to piece together, it's so easy to find yourself
feeling overwhelmed within this experience.

 
The unknown, the confusion and the anxiety can leave us feeling frustrated

but let me tell you that Organisation and Delegation will be the key to a
smooth planning process.

 
Give yourself the time to prep and plan, and know that you do not need to

go through this alone. Ask for help and lean on your support system 
for the guidance that you need.
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You never truly realise just how much your wedding means to other people
until you're planning it and everyone wants a piece!

Wed-in-Bliss 
@wedinblissuk

There's one thing I want to leave you with as you embark on this exciting journey... it's an experience to be cherished and you
deserve to enjoy every single moment of planning your dream day. 

My friend once said to me:

22

Ask for help where you need it and don't be afraid to delegate jobs to your wedding party before and on the day, it's essential that
you take care of yourself during this time. Prioritise your health, your self-care and your mindset so that you have enough energy
to sustain planning your dream day alongside your already busy lifestyle. 

Take a look at some of the lovely things that my Bliss Brides are saying about their experience of planning their weddings, it's allllll
about those positive vibes and that's the way it absolutely should be! 

Enj0y!

Nikki xoxo
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